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Abstract:
The advent of virtual reality (VR) as a tool for real-world training dates back to the midtwentieth century and the early years of driving and flight simulators. These simulation
environments, while far below the quality of today’s visual displays, proved to be advantageous
to the learner due to the safe training environments the simulations provided. More recently,
these training environments have proven beneficial in the transfer of user-learned skills from the
simulated environment to the real world [5, 31, 48, 51, 57]. Of course the VR technology of
today has come a long way. Contemporary displays boast high-resolution, wide-angle fields of
view and increased portability. This has led to the evolution of new VR research and training
applications in many different arenas, several of which are covered in other chapters of this
book. This is true of clinical assessment and rehabilitation as well, as the field has recognized the
potential advantages of incorporating VR technologies into patient training for almost 20 years
[7, 10, 18, 45, 78].
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The advent of virtual reality (VR) as a tool for real-world training dates back to the midtwentieth century and the early years of driving and flight simulators. These simulation
environments, while far below the quality of today’s visual displays, proved to be advantageous
to the learner due to the safe training environments the simulations provided. More recently,
these training environments have proven beneficial in the transfer of user-learned skills from the
simulated environment to the real world (e.g., [5, 31, 48, 51, 57]). Of course the VR technology
of today has come a long way. Contemporary displays boast high-resolution, wide-angle fields of
view and increased portability. This has led to the evolution of new VR research and training
applications in many different arenas, several of which are covered in other chapters of this
book. This is true of clinical assessment and rehabilitation as well, as the field has recognized the

potential advantages of incorporating VR technologies into patient training for almost 20 years
(e.g., [7, 10, 18, 45, 78]).
Many of the early desktop VR clinical interventions unfortunately suffered from technological
constraints that limited their value as training tools for clinical populations. In particular, they
often required patients to remain stationary (seated or standing) and interact with displays on a
computer monitor. Recently, however, new technological advances that allow the user to
navigate virtual environments by walking (either over ground or on a treadmill), combined with
the steady improvement of visual displays, serve to enhance the immersive nature of VR and
introduce new behavioral measurement opportunities. As a result, we are in the midst of a
paradigm shift in rehabilitation science; the field is beginning to move away from predominantly
stationary interventions viewed on a computer monitor and toward dynamic, interactive usercontrolled virtual environments. The impact of this shift has been intensified by emergent
technologies such as the Nintendo Wii (Nintendo Co. Ltd., Kyoto, Japan) and Microsoft
Kinect (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, Washington) systems as well. These systems, and others like
them, have led to the widespread cost-effective availability of interactive VR and may provide
new opportunities for the application of VR interventions both inside the home and in local
clinical settings. All of these technological enhancements have potentially far-reaching
implications for clinical assessment and rehabilitation and, accordingly, serve as the impetus for
this chapter.

Figure 15.1. The three-nested circle schema. Reproduced with permission (A request of
permission for reproduction of this figure was submitted in the Fall of 2011.) from
Weiss et al. [74]

One of the primary advantages of VR is that it provides a platform for the development of unique
and customizable interventions that are not available or easily implemented in the real world.
Specifically, VR enables the manipulation of training duration, intensity and feedback to satisfy
clinical demands for intensive and repetitive patient training [9].1 When developing VR
interventions, it is important to consider both the construction of the virtual environment and the
interfaces for measurement and feedback that accompany them. A useful framework to guide the
development of VR-based rehabilitation was introduced by [74] in the form of a nested threecircle schema in Fig. 15.1. The schema represents the VR-based rehabilitation process as it
relates to the patient, with the three circles illustrating each component of this process (listed in
order from inner to outermost): (1) the interaction space, (2) the transfer phase, and (3) the real
world.
The inner circle, or interaction space, signifies the interface between the user and the virtual
environment. The user’s characteristics (e.g., age and anthropometrics), function (e.g., sensory
and mobility deficits) and the targeted anatomical structures engaged during the task all
contribute to the user’s interaction with the virtual world [75]. This allows for a VR intervention
that is aligned with the user’s real world experiences and results in a natural task environment
with adequate visual and idiothetic information.2 Further, the realism and ecological validity of
VR environments is important to the enhancement of training efficiency in VR-based
rehabilitation [17]. The middle circle, or band, represents the transfer phase and refers to the
transferability of learned skills from the virtual environment (i.e., interaction space) to the real
world. This phase requires varied levels of clinician support and training time depending on the
severity and type of disability facing the patient [26]. It may even require combining virtual
imagery with the real world (e.g., augmented reality)3 to facilitate or catalyze skill transfer, in
order to promote improved daily function. The final, outermost circle in the schema refers to
the real world and denotes changes in the affordances of the environment [15, 65] as a result of
rehabilitation. For example, objects that previously prevented patients from interacting with the
real world—the presence of low curbs or moving obstacles in a crowded environment (e.g., a
busy airport or a busy intersection)—no longer present barriers but now afford passage for
walking. This component is wholly dependent on the skills gained in the transfer phase and
symbolizes the final rehabilitation goal of increasing the patient’s participation in the real world,
ultimately leading to an improved quality of life [75].
The nested three-circle schema introduces a useful heuristic for the development and
implementation of immersive VR-based rehabilitation interventions. Moreover, each individual
component highlights important considerations for researchers and clinicians as they seek to
employ these techniques in patient populations. The rest of this chapter is devoted to reviewing
different VR-based approaches to rehabilitation and assessment. Each of these approaches is
distinguished by novel methodologies developed by clinicians and researchers alike. Despite
these differences, each method shares a commitment (whether intentional or not) to the
principles of the three-circle schema and offers a framework, in its own right, for the
development of new and exciting VR-based interventions for improving functional mobility.
15.1 VR-Based Assessment and Rehabilitation to Promote Functional Mobility

A person’s mobility depends on an adaptively functioning perception-action system.
Consequently, mobility limitations can arise from a host of pathologies and injuries that affect
various loci in this system, from sensory receptors to cortical areas to musculo-skeletal
components. However, such deficits typically impact the function of the system as a whole, and
require adaption of perceptual-motor control strategies. For example, a chronic knee injury may
alter the actions afforded by the environment and require the remapping of visual information to
gait control variables in order to generate adaptive locomotion. Rehabilitation may thus not only
involve strengthening muscles and retraining motor patterns, but relearning whole perceptualmotor control relations.
The ensuing mobility deficits may persist indefinitely and often deteriorate over time. For
instance, at 12 months post-stroke, patients suffering from hemiplegia exhibit motor deficits in
the form of longer gait cycles with decreased cadences, and this results in a 50 % reduction in
walking speed compared to the gait patterns of unaffected control participants [38, 63]. Patients
suffering from Parkinson’s disease frequently exhibit freezing gait—a term that encompasses
both the inability of the patient to initiate or sustain a walking gait, and shuffling forward with
small steps as their legs exhibit muscle trembling—and these symptoms worsen as the disease
progresses [6, 44]. Mobility issues are also the typical sequelae of sensory deficits such as
“tunnel vision” due to conditions like retinitis pigmentosa (RP)—a group of hereditary disorders
characterized by retinal pigmentary degeneration that often leads to progressive visual field loss
[13, 22, 27, 32, 58]. This spectrum of deficits detracts from a patient’s functional mobility by
reducing their ability to adapt (prospectively and/or reactively) to normally varying
environmental conditions during locomotion. Moreover, their physiological basis influences the
type and severity of the deficit, as well as the type of intervention that can be utilized to improve
patient mobility. In direct response to these problems, researchers have started to employ VR
training interventions that focus on increasing the walking speed and adaptability of patients with
mobility deficits [11, 24, 36]. Others have developed unique VR assessment protocols that
exploit the flexibility of VR and may have potential advantages over real-world clinical
assessments [12, 28].
15.1.1 VR-Based Assessment and Rehabilitation Following Motor Dysfunction
One of the unique capabilities of VR is that optical information can be enhanced or manipulated
during ongoing walking. For example, optic flow—the pattern of motion available from the
ground and background surfaces during locomotion [14, 67]—provides information about one’s
speed and direction of travel (or heading). The rate of optic flow has been shown to influence the
perceived speed of participants and to elicit changes in walking speed [37, 40, 43, 62]. Similarly,
shifting the pattern of optic flow to the left or right influences the perceived heading direction
[70], and elicits compensatory postural [3, 69] and steering adjustments when walking to a goal
[59, 68]. Using VR to manipulate optic flow thus has the potential to alter the interaction space
and provide salient information about locomotion speed and heading to the patient.
Lamontagne et al. [28] used such a manipulation to examine the perceptual-locomotor
adaptability of patients suffering from post-stroke hemiplegia. During two experiments patients
and unaffected control participants walked on a human-driven treadmill while virtual corridors
provided optic flow information through a head-mounted display (HMD). The first experiment

required participants to walk at a comfortable speed as the optic flow rate was varied
continuously in an open-loop sinusoidal pattern at 0.017 Hz. This resulted in a compensatory
out-of-phase relation between gait and optic flow speed for all participants (i.e., participants
walked faster during slower optic flow conditions and vice versa),4 although this was less
pronounced for the patients and their phase relation was much more variable. In the second
experiment the walking speed of participants during a baseline optic flow trial (1:1 mapping
between walking pace and optic flow) was compared to their walking speed in a series of trials in
which optic flow was discretely manipulated above or below the comparison trial. Again,
walking speed was inversely related to rate of optic flow, but the patients were equal to the
healthy controls in their gait response to optic flow. Taken together, the results of these two
experiments provide evidence that patients with hemiplegia following stroke are influenced by
optic flow in a similar way to healthy controls. This indicates, preliminarily, that virtual optic
flow might be useful in training these patients to increase their walking speed over the course of
a training intervention.
VR has also been used to manipulate visual cues to modulate the gait characteristics of patients
with Parkinson’s disease through both continuous optic flow (e.g., [49]) and continuous
information paired with discrete visual stimuli (e.g., [60]). Similar to Lamontagne et al. [28],
Schubert et al. required patients with Parkinson’s disease and control participants to maintain a
preferred walking speed on a human-driven treadmill while they viewed an optic flow pattern
that varied at a constant speed perceived to be either faster or slower relative to the preferred
walking speed of each participant. The results indicated that the patients with Parkinson’s disease
were more susceptible to changes in optic flow speed (i.e., their preferred walking speed was
more variable) compared to control participants. The researchers concluded that the patients
were more reliant on visual information, perhaps due to their decreased ability to utilize
proprioceptive information, which resulted in impaired adaptation to optic flow.
The work of van Wegen et al. [60] expanded on the optic flow approach by introducing various
discrete stimuli into optic flow scenarios. Specifically, they required Parkinson’s patients and
control participants to walk on an automatic treadmill while they viewed a virtual corridor
(synchronized with the treadmill speed) displayed on a screen in front of them. Two conditions
required participants to walk in front of a blank screen in the presence or absence of a rhythmic
temporal cue (i.e., a flashing light that patients viewed while wearing a pair of glasses). Three
additional conditions consisted of the virtual corridor either by itself or in combination with
either the temporal cue or a spatial cue (i.e., transverse lines overlaid on top of the virtual
corridor). Both the spatial and temporal cues lowered the patients’ stride frequency even as they
were able to maintain their walking speed, but this may have been due to the visual cues drawing
the attention of patients to the walking pattern [60]. Interestingly, the virtual corridor did not
have an effect when compared to the non-VR conditions. Here the automaticity of the treadmill
may have washed out any potential contributions the virtual corridor might have had on the
patients’ gait patterns, particularly given the effects observed on a human-driven treadmill by
Lamontagne et al. [28].5 Regardless, the results of van Wegen et al. provides preliminary
evidence that the rigid gait patterns of patients with Parkinson’s disease are not tightly coupled to
walking speed and may be manipulated by visual cues. Thus, VR-based rehabilitation may hold
promise for training these types of patient populations.

Experimenters have also utilized VR to simulate patient interactions with the real world to
promote successful obstacle avoidance and circumvention. This is done through either the use of
virtual obstacles during patient testing or in the evaluation of the transfer of VR training to real
world obstacles. Moreover, these methods can be utilized in conjunction with modified
perceptual information (e.g., optic flow), or separately. For example, Fung et al. [11] conducted a
feasibility study of two patients post-stroke. Three separate virtual environments (i.e., a corridor,
a park and a street crossing) were viewed on a screen while each patient walked on a feedbackdriven motorized treadmill. As each patient successfully traveled these environments, the task
difficulty increased by requiring faster walking speeds in order to successfully avoid virtual
collisions. They were also forced to cope with increasing surface slope changes on the treadmill.
Patients were able to increase their walking speed and maintain that speed in the face of slope
changes. However, these mobility improvements did not translate to improved virtual obstacle
avoidance by either patient. The nature of this feasibility study limits its generalizability, for the
researchers did not test a control group or a comparison group that trained in a real environment.
Therefore, it is difficult to separate general training effects from specific effects of the virtual
interventions. Nonetheless, the results hold promise for the viability of VR as a training tool in
comparable walking scenarios.
Jaffe et al. [24] examined a similar cohort of patients as they walked on a motorized treadmill
while stepping over virtual obstacles, and vibrotactile sensations were used to provide feedback
when contact was made with an obstacle. Patient performance in VR was then compared to the
performance of a separate group of patients who trained on a 10 m walkway in the real world
while stepping over actual obstacles. The patients that were trained in VR exhibited increases in
walking speed (in a separate fast walk test) compared to the patients who trained in the real
world. The researchers suggested that the visual augmentation of the virtual obstacles combined
with the enhanced safety of the VR intervention were contributors to these improvements. It is
also possible that the treadmill forced participants to maintain their walking speed leading up to,
and following, obstacle clearance, and that the absence of this in the over-ground walking
conditions influenced patient improvement as well.
More recently, Mirelman et al. [36] examined the influence of a similar VR intervention on the
gait characteristics of patients with Parkinson’s disease, compared to previously collected data
from an historical active control group. The training required patients to walk on a virtual path
(via a treadmill) as they coped with visual distracters (i.e., moving objects and changes in
environmental lighting) while negotiating obstacles of varying size and frequency. Both
treadmill speed and visual complexity of the environment were increased as patient performance
improved over six weeks of training. Gait characteristics were assessed prior to and after the VR
intervention by testing patients during three real-world walking conditions: (1) walking over
ground, (2) walking while stepping over real world obstacles, and (3) walking while performing
a concurrent mental task. The real-world tests revealed an increase in walking speed during all
three of the evaluation conditions, with retention effects present up to a month after the final
training session. These results are perhaps the most promising to date because they demonstrate
that patient improvements, trained in certain VR contexts, are retained by the patients for a
substantial period of time outside of VR.
15.1.2 VR-Based Assessment and Rehabilitation Following Visual Dysfunction

In some cases, mobility problems are consequences of local deficits in the early visual system.
One of the consequences of visual disorders such as retinitis pigmentosa (RP) or
choroideremia—the latter a degeneration of the choroid and retina—is that patients suffer
peripheral visual field loss (PFL), or tunnel vision. This makes it hard to see stationary and
moving obstacles and obstructions, including other pedestrians. The problem is magnified when
patients are faced with an unfamiliar setting, so even simple locomotor tasks can become very
challenging, and increase the risk of trips, collisions or falls.
Li et al. [29] found that tunnel-vision patients can judge their heading from optic flow as
accurately as age-matched controls, under free fixation conditions. However, Turano et al. [59]
reported that RP patients have more difficulty judging their direction of heading relative to
objects in the scene. To compensate for this limitation, patients employ an active scanning
strategy in which they make a rapid sequence of fixations between objects, the floor ahead, and
other features of the layout (e.g., [58]). This is different from normally sighted individuals who
tend to focus their gaze in the direction of heading or toward the current goal. While an active
scanning strategy may improve the perception of heading with respect to a known object, its
effect on the detection of stationary and moving obstacles and the likelihood of collisions is
unknown. For this reason, different assessment and training interventions are needed to
understand the cost-benefit tradeoff of such a strategy and to develop new or improved strategies
for enhanced mobility safety.
Given the nature of VR as a safe testing and learning environment, a group of researchers at the
Schepens Eye Research Institute (Boston, MA) have conducted a pair of experiments with two
specific objectives: they assessed VR as a viable tool for studying the mobility of patients with
PFL and they explored the viability of studying visual-motor learning in surrogate patients by
simulating PFL in normally-sighted participants [1, 33]. Apfelbaum et al. [1] examined the
influence of different approach angles to a virtual obstacle on perceptual judgments of whether
their path would pass to the right or left of the obstacle. The experimental setup consisted of a
human-driven treadmill facing a projection screen displaying a passive VR model of a local
shopping mall (i.e., not coupled to participant’s eye or head positions). Patients with PFL (the
mean field of view was equal to 5.9∘5.9∘ for the patient group) and control participants with an
artificially reduced field of view (matched to the patient group) either passively viewed or
actively walked while viewing the display (in passive viewing patients remained standing as the
virtual environment moved). In this experiment all participants viewed the virtual environment
monocularly while they approached the obstacle at different heading angles (ranging
from 4∘4∘ to 20∘20∘, with 0∘0∘ representing a straight on approach). Both the control
participants and the patients with PFL were equally accurate in their judgments and made
judgments at similar distances from the obstacle. Additionally, when patients approached the
obstacle at small angles while walking their accuracy increased, in contrast to an opposite pattern
of results from the control participants. Both groups delayed their responses when walking until
they were closer to the virtual obstacle than in passive viewing, suggesting that a walking-based
VR interface might be important for evoking perceptually guided behavior that generalizes to the
real world [1]. We are currently collaborating with the Schepens group to investigate the
detection and avoidance of stationary and moving obstacles by PFL patients during overground
walking in immersive VR [25].

Luo et al. [33] continued this line of research while employing the Multiplexing Vision
Rehabilitation Device (cf. [41]).6 Using the same experimental set-up as the previous
experiment, participants interacted with the virtual environment through either a minified view
or a normal view across different conditions. The goal was to make sure the multiplexing device
did not cause individuals to overestimate collision risks during active walking or passive
viewing. The perceived passable space around the obstacle and variability of collision judgments
were both greater for patients than for normally sighted participants during simulated walking
(i.e., passive viewing), absent the minified device. The collision judgments were also more
accurate for the normally sighted controls during the walking condition. Consequently, the
minified device had no effect on the patients with PFL or the controls during either condition.
These findings indicate that while the multiplexing device did not degrade performance in either
population—an important finding given the increased attentional demands imposed by the
device—it also did not improve perceptual judgments of collisions in the virtual environment.
These two experiments demonstrate the advantages of VR-based assessment of patients suffering
from visual disorders. Specifically, important research questions about obstacle avoidance can be
investigated without risk of injury to patients. In addition, VR enables simulation environments
that mimic pathological deficits in healthy participants. This helps to ease the burden of
participation by the clinical populations while researchers can draw from a large participant pool.
While more research is necessary to ensure the viability of approaches such as these, these two
experiments provide a solid foundation for exploring similar types of questions.
15.2 Dynamical Disease and VR-Based Assessment
Up to this point we have reviewed research associated with new developments in rehabilitation
science sparked by interactive, immersive virtual environments. Over the last 30 years, clinical
assessment has been undergoing another, equally important shift in thinking—the emergence of
the concept of dynamical disease and techniques to measure it (see Van Orden [61], and West
[76], for reviews). Dynamical disease, broadly defined, involves a physiological control system
operating within parameter ranges that constrain the system’s dynamics in such a way that it
generates pathological behavior [16, 34]. This shift challenges the premise that behavioral
variability is adverse to healthy functioning—a prominent assumption in clinical locomotor
research (e.g., [4, 19, 39, 52, 64, 73]). A central tenet of this approach is that the system’s
dynamics, indexed by continuous measurement of locomotor patterns, are more revealing than
classic summary statistics alone. For example, healthy adult gait exhibits a movement signature
that is altered by neurological insult due to injury, aging, or disease [20, 54]; a difference that is
not adequately captured by the mean and variance of behavior. The question of how one should
measure the system dynamics, specifically how to quantify the patterns of variability in gait
measures, is now at the forefront of clinical assessment research.
Virtual reality has the potential to play an important role in this transformation, for it enables the
control of information that could influence the dynamics of movement [66]. This offers the
flexibility to manipulate visual stimuli during walking in an attempt to alter the pattern of
variability exhibited by the individual’s gait cycle (e.g., [47]). VR can also be used to manipulate
the locomotor trajectory of patients during over-ground walking (e.g., [12]). In other words, VR

can be used to modify control parameters, thereby allowing researchers to test specific
predictions about the role of those parameters in clinical assessment. These behaviors are a result
of complex interactions at various control levels. Consequently, the examination of the various
control parameters must take place at multiple scales of observation to fully understand the
system dynamics. The remainder of this chapter will focus on several novel VR applications for
the assessment of functional mobility at the level of the gait cycle and the level of the locomotor
trajectory.
15.2.1 Dynamic Measures for Assessing Local Functional Mobility Using VR
Synchronizing to a stimulus is an experimental method commonly used to influence the timing
properties of motor behavior. For example, much like the van Wegen et al. [60] study in which
visual cues were employed to influence the step frequency, and consequently the mobility, of
patients with Parkinson’s disease, rhythmic auditory stimulation with a metronome has been
used to improve the mobility of these patients as well [30, 35, 56, 77]. The perceptual-motor
differences between synchronizing to an auditory versus a visual metronome have been
described elsewhere [23], but it remains unclear which is optimal for purposes of assessment and
rehabilitation. Recently, it has been demonstrated that more efficient adaptation to a perturbation
(i.e., visual or auditory disruption of the stimulus rhythm) occurs when elderly participants
synchronize to a visual stimulus [2]. This finding provides evidence for the privileged role visual
information seems to play in the modification of acute changes to the gait cycle in healthy
elderly adults. Given the biological nature of human gait, however, synchronizing to a
metronome with fixed time intervals may not be effective in facilitating adaptive gait patterns
and enhancing functional mobility.
Variability in the gait cycle, once thought to be a random by-product of biological noise, is now
believed to reflect adaptive, functional gait (c.f., [20, 54]). Specifically, the variation in the
stride-to-stride time intervals of healthy adults exhibits scale invariant (fractal) temporal
correlations, as indexed by detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA7; [21]). Accordingly, asking a
patient to synchronize to a metronome having fixed time intervals may actually reduce this
natural variation, interfering with functional gait. Conversely, if humans can synchronize to a
variable, or “noisy”, visual metronome, this may enhance adaptive variation in their gait. A noisy
metronome produces irregular intervals—some are shorter and some are longer than the
previous one. A fractal pattern of dynamic variability can be generated to mimic those observed
in healthy human gait. Instructing a patient to synchronize to a fractal metronome might induce
desired patterns of dynamic variability in their gait cycle, enhancing adaptive functional
mobility.
Evidence that participants can synchronize to a noisy visual metronome was first observed in
finger tapping [53]. A flashing square on a computer screen prescribed the inter-tap intervals for
the participant. The long-range correlations of the visual metronome intervals (indexed by DFA)
were manipulated between conditions, and the participants’ inter-tap intervals were shown to
exhibit the same long-range correlations as the visual metronome. This provided evidence that
the structure of variability of a movement task could be manipulated by altering the dynamic
properties of a visual stimulus.

We recently extended this methodology to the gait domain to determine whether similar shifts in
gait dynamics could be elicited in a desired direction [47]. Participants synchronized their steps
to a flashing square on a computer screen while walking on a treadmill. The visual metronome
generated intervals with a variety of long-range temporal correlations (indexed by DFA),
yielding either a more “fractal” metronome (with a more correlated pink noise structure) or a
more “random” metronome (with a more decorrelated white noise structure). The stochastic
variability in participants’ stride-to-stride intervals correspondingly shifted in the prescribed
direction, from a normal pink noise pattern toward a more fractal pattern or a more random
pattern, respectively. This result provides a proof-of-concept for the efficacy of using noisy
visual metronomes to manipulate the nonlinear dynamics of the gait cycle. The exciting
possibility is that this effect might be harnessed clinically to enhance adaptive gait and functional
mobility.

Figure 15.2. Representation of a sample display of (a) virtual footprints, (b) a stick figure,
and (c) a virtual human to be used as visual cues to modify the gait patterns of patients
It should be noted that visual stimuli can be presented continuously as well as discretely. A
discrete visual stimulus (i.e., a classic visual metronome) only prescribes the time when an event
should occur (e.g., a heel-strike during locomotion). A continuous visual stimulus, on the other
hand, provides information that anticipates and specifies the timing of the upcoming event (e.g.,
motion of the foot and/or limb leading to and including a heel-strike). While a discrete stimulus
has been shown to be useful, a continuous stimulus might enable a participant to more precisely
synchronize to irregular events. VR has the potential to present novel classes of stimuli, such as
virtual humans and avatars8 that provide continuous information. It is therefore possible to
imagine a number of ways that continuous information about the desired gait pattern could be
presented to a patient. For example, footprints could appear discretely on the ground plane in a
virtual environment, providing visual information about the timing leading up to heel-strike (see
Fig. 15.2a). A stick figure could walk through a virtual landscape, providing information to the
patient about joint angles in the different phases of the gait cycle (see Fig. 15.2b). It is possible

that a humanoid figure would be even more salient for synchronization purposes, so highdefinition virtual humans or avatars may be an appropriate choice (see Fig. 15.2c). Finally,
a third-person display of dual figures could be presented: the desired movement might be
specified by a virtual human driven by a computational model or an avatar driven by motion
capture data, while visual feedback is provided by an avatar yoked to the patient. This scenario
would not only give the patient immediate feedback about their own performance, but would
provide a model character for on-line movement comparison. Investigations into these types of
stimuli are currently underway in the Virtual Environment for Assessment and Rehabilitation
Laboratory (VEAR Lab) at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro.
15.2.2 Dynamic Measures for Assessing Global Functional Mobility Using VR
The previous examples illustrate the potential strength of VR applications for rehabilitation;
namely, the opportunity to manipulate environmental information to probe the control
parameters and index the dynamics of functional mobility at the local level of the step cycle. VR
also lends itself to the flexible design of assessment protocols that yield continuous measures of
behavior at a more global level, such as the locomotor trajectory.
Consider the problem of evaluating the functional mobility of patients with a knee injury—a tear
in their anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)—before and after surgery. Functional mobility in the
real world subjects the knee joint to a wide range of forces and torques at various joint angles
and velocities and with various patterns of muscular co-contraction, which are not currently
measured in a clinical assessment. We are beginning to develop a battery of functional mobility
tasks that exploit the flexibility of ambulatory VR to manipulate the affordances of the
environment and capture the natural range of variability in an assessment context. Tests may
include turns of varying curvature, quick stops and sharp reversals, stepping over gaps of varying
widths, stepping up or down through various heights, and so on.

Figure 15.3. Example displays from the baseline/controlled speed (a) and controlled path (b)
conditions similar to those used in the figure-8 experiment conducted by Gerin-Lajoie et al. [12]
As a first step, Gérin-Lajoie et al. [12] developed an over-ground walking task in a virtual
environment that varied the path’s radius of curvature, to assess the impact of an emulated knee
disability on the locomotor trajectory. Participants wearing an immobilizing knee splint walked
in a figure-8 path around two virtual poles 6 m apart. There were three VR conditions: (1) natural
walking at a self-selected pace, (2) speed-controlled walking, in which auditory feedback

prompted participants to maintain a speed at or above their natural walking pace, and (3) pathcontrolled walking, in which participants followed virtual markers while receiving performancebased auditory feedback (Fig. 15.3). The participant’s trajectory was then assessed to identify
gait impairment indicators, and revealed a trade-off between path curvature and walking speed.
Specifically, participants with an immobilized knee either decreased their speed to maintain path
geometry, or increased their path radius to maintain walking speed, compared to the controls.
In addition, for the first time we exploited nonlinear dynamical methods to analyze the structure
of variability at the level of the locomotor trajectory. Recurrence quantification analysis
(RQA)9 of the heading direction provided several measures of repeating temporal patterns in the
trajectory as a participant walked the figure-8 path. These measures also differentiated the two
groups, revealing that locomotor trajectories with an immobilized knee were less repeatable, less
stable over time, and less mathematically complex than with a normal knee [46]. We are
currently in the midst of a longitudinal study that uses the figure-8 task to assess the functional
mobility of patients with actual ACL injuries pre- and post-surgery, with a follow-up after
rehabilitation [50].
This research illustrates the possibilities offered to clinicians by VR-based assessment and
rehabilitation. It takes advantage of perceptual manipulations that are unique to VR and allows
for dynamic measurements of changes in functional locomotor behavior. Such work suggests the
potential future of VR-based assessment and rehabilitation.
15.3 Conclusion
It should be clear by now, based on the numerous VR methodologies presented in this chapter,
that one of the major challenges facing VR-based assessment and rehabilitation is determining
the type of VR installation to employ. The visual display and head tracking devices available, as
well as systems for kinematic and kinetic measurement of movement, strongly constrain the type
of locomotor behavior permitted. For example, whether the user traverses the virtual
environment by walking over-ground, walking on an omni-directional or linear treadmill, or via
some other Wii or Kinect interface, and whether the treadmill is human- or motor-driven, have
important implications for mobility assessment. Over-ground walking allows for the most natural
interaction between the user and the virtual environment, implying good validity and
generalizability, but such systems are expensive and space limitations often constrain them to a
small room. Motorized or human-driven treadmill systems allow virtual environments of almost
unlimited size, but at the price of less natural navigation (e.g., restricted turns, unnatural
acceleration or deceleration) and possibly reduced validity and generalizability. Although such
sophisticated technology may find a place in a regional hospital or research setting, simple Wii
and Kinect-based applications have the potential for greatest impact on rehabilitation in the
living room. Accordingly, researchers and clinicians must carefully consider their options when
adopting these technologies and recognize the potential limitations for VR-based assessment and
rehabilitation.
Regardless of these issues, the pursuit of VR-based assessment and rehabilitation is likely to
increase in the coming years, as the potential benefits offered by these systems outweigh their
shortcomings. It is still too early to tell whether the promise of VR will ultimately pay off for

rehabilitation science, but with almost limitless possibilities awaiting implementation the future
looks very bright.
Footnotes
1. It is important to note that there are two different applications of VR in rehabilitation. When
VR is used as an adjunct to rehabilitation, it is typically referred to as VR-augmented
rehabilitation. Conversely, VR provided alone as a rehabilitation intervention is referred to as
VR-based rehabilitation [8]. The latter is the predominant focus of this chapter.
2. If the visual and idiothetic information are not aligned with the user’s actions a disruption of
the user’s sense of realness, or presence, in the virtual environment can result, leading to feelings
of physical disorientation and even nausea [55].
3. Augmented reality is a tool in which the virtual world is superimposed over the real world,
with the virtual information serving as a supplement to what is available in the real world alone
[17].
4. The relation between optic flow and gait speed has been studied extensively (see text). While
the findings of Prokop et al. [43] and Mohler et al. [37] parallel those of Lamontagne et al. [28],
it is unclear why, exactly, the out-of-phase relation was observed. One possibility, as suggested
by the authors, is that a sinusoidal change in optic flow speed may lead to a more pronounced
time lag between the change in stimulus and the behavioral response. Another is that when the
flow rate decreases, the participant walks faster to compensate for a perceived decrease in speed,
in order to maintain a constant or preferred speed [37].
5. This is based on a variation of the posture-first principle [79] in which participants would
prioritize locomotion on the treadmill over attending to the perceptual information on the screen
in front of them.
6. The Multiplexing Vision Rehabilitation Device is an augmented reality device in which the
user wears a see-through head-mounted display (HMD) with a 25∘25∘ field of view to which a
small monochrome video camera has been attached. When wearing the device the user not only
sees the real world in full resolution, but also sees real-time edge detection from a field of view
between 75∘75∘ and 100∘100∘, minified and displayed on the smaller field of view provided by
the HMD [41].
7. DFA computes scaling exponents that relate a measure of variability, the detrended fluctuation
function, to the time scale over which the function was computed. It is used to identify the
presence or absence of persistence (i.e., a large value tends to follow a large value and a small
value tends to follow a small value) in a time series. For full details, see Peng et al. [42].
8. A distinction must be made about the origin of the continuous information. If a computer
algorithm drives the character in virtual reality, then it is presenting continuous information
about walking biomechanics that is non-biological and is termed a virtual human. Alternatively,
the character can be driven by the actual motion of a human in either real-time or via a recording,

which is deemed biological motion and termed an avatar. Current literature has not made a
distinction about which type of motion is optimal for a gait synchronization task.
9. RQA is a nonlinear measure that indexes repeating, or recurrent, patterns in a time series. For
a review see Webber and Zbilut [71, 72].
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